Enhance acquisition. Improve management. Optimize usage.

HP Inc. Device as a Service (DaaS) is an all-inclusive solution of HP devices, accessories and SHI Lifecycle Services designed to keep your IT environment efficient and secure.

**Simplify your IT...and your invoice**

DaaS gives you the freedom to pay per-seat, per-month – under one contract – ensuring your budget remains intact year-round.

Whether you are running an HP environment or are new to HP, our certified HP experts will help you:

- Explore any device in HP’s current portfolio
- Refresh and bundle your hardware, software and services into one solution
- Analytics and Proactive Management built into the solution
- Compare total cost of ownership to current or other manufacturers
- Customize a solution based on your IT initiatives

**Fort Knox Integration and Support**

Our integration technicians, architects and engineers work with you from Discovery to Refresh and everything in between, including:

- Label & Asset Tagging
- Imaging & Applications
- Integration & Packaging
- Custom Configurations/Settings
- Break-Fix Support
- Warehousing – Device Storage

**Benefits of DaaS**

- One contract – per-month basis
- Cost-effective and secure
- Analytics and Proactive Management
- Adaptive and scalable
- Entire IT Lifecycle support
- Reduces downtime with newer devices
- Increases employee productivity
- Device disposal at the end term

**SHI Lifecycle Services – DaaS**

- Analytics & Proactive Management
- Value & Services
- HPI Devices
- Contract with per seat/monthly payments
HP Analytics Proactive Management

HP Analytics and Proactive Management is wrapped up into the SHI and HP Device as a Service program, allowing us to provide you with a complete solution at one monthly price.

We can offer you a 90-day free trial of the HP Analytics and Proactive Management Program.

Overview

HP Device as a Service (DaaS) includes unique analytics and proactive management capabilities that provide a premium management service experience throughout your hardware environment. Predictive analytics help you boost productivity, while a consolidated dashboard and reporting tools help you track usage and stay on top of updates. Now, you can leave the monitoring and support of your devices in the capable hands of proactive agents. Expert assistance and cutting edge technology tools help to proactively anticipate problems and fix them before they even occur—freeing up your IT resources to focus on other more pressing issues.

Key Benefits

- Analytics and insights that help you better manage device fleets and proactively optimize performance.
- Enhanced and Premium plans include an experienced HP Service Agent to proactively monitor and address issues before they occur.

IT and user advantages

Get insightful and actionable analytics to improve productivity

Improve IT efficiency with analytics, proactive management, and inventory and health monitoring that identify and predict alerting conditions including but not limited to battery replacement, blue screen errors and crashes, and CPU utilization monitoring, regardless of manufacturer.

Optimize performance for your entire fleet

Put asset inventory and health monitoring on auto-pilot. With HP DaaS, you can prolong the life of your investments and be alerted while we take preventative action before there is a problem.

Have a security guard that's always on duty

Get multi-layered, enterprise-class security from malware protection, real-time policy violation and firewall, and antivirus disruption alerts, plus find, lock, and erase.

Offload IT tasks so you can focus on what impacts the business most

Easily take care of day-to-day management tasks and reduce time supporting users so you can focus on projects that move your business forward.

For more information or to get started, contact your SHI Account Executive today.